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Board Meeting – November 14, 2011 

21st Floor – Conference Room 1 

 
Present Board Members:  

- Donald Lang, Chair (DL) 
- Myra Berloff, Massachusetts Office on Disability Designee (MB) 
- Walter White, Executive Office of Public Safety Designee (WW) 
- Carol Steinberg, Member (CS) 
- Andrew Bedar, Member (AB) 
- Mark Trivett, Member (MT) 

 
and 
 

- Thomas Hopkins, Executive Director (TH) 
- Kate Sutton, Program Coordinator/Clerk for Proceedings (KS) 

 
Members Not Present: 

- Gerald LeBlanc, Member (GL) 
- Diane McLeod, Vice Chair (DM) 

 
1) Discussion:  Exchange Hall, 2 School St., Acton (V11-110) 
TH - EXHIBIT - new packet, submitted by Kraus Architects, dated August 27, 2011 
 - access to lower level and first floor from at grade and ramped entrances, but no vertical access to the 

second and third floors; large function spaces at both second and third floors  
 - no vertical access proposed to the upper floors, elevator required 
 - woodworking at the basement level, lawyers offices on the first floor, second floor is Victorian room, 

ball room at the third floor 
 - the function spaces are heavily used by the town 
 - (tape malfunction for first part of discussion; realized by KS and corrected) 
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 - Building Inspector called the Board and the Board ordered that a variance be submitted or the building 
will be shut down  

 - very popular place 
 - has spent well over 30% of the value of the building, the CPA funding money has not been released as 

of yet 
  
AB - Petitioner says that issue with elevator installation is the property line, the cost and the lack of 

availability to also access the historic balcony 
 
DL - this is the same as the initial argument, have to be held to the same standards as the others that come 

before the Board 
 
MB - building is not accessible and should not hold political gatherings in this building 
 
WW - lot line issue? 
 TH - no, setback issue 

- can be argued that access items do not apply to setback issues for zoning, as ramps are already 
allowed 
 

***Gerald LeBlanc, Member (GL) and Diane McLeod, Vice Chair (DM), now present*** 
 
DL - one bathroom at the first floor that will be accessible  
 
TH - HC toilet 107, has a funny shape, but will work 
  
DL - has anything been done since they have first appeared before the Board 
 - have not fixed any problems 
  
 CS - deny, no excessive cost w/out substantial benefit proven, item a, door 001 (29.2) 
 MT - Second - carries 
 
CS - Item B, 26.4, 26.5, 26.11 
 
WW - never going to remember to flip the bolts every day 
 
 WW - deny Item B (521 CMR 26.4, 26.5, 26.7, and 26.11) 
 MT - Second – carries 
 
DL - item II a 
 
 CS - deny, 521 CMR 29.2, for Door 107, no excessive cost w/out substantial benefit proven 
 MT - second – carries 
 
DL  - Item III, second floor  
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 - toilet room and door number 201 leading into the room, door threshold (29.2), 30.7 for dimensions, 
and 30.9 for the sink within the toilet room 

 - no lift in the building, no other accessible toilet on that floor 
 
 MB - deny all of Item IIIa, no excessive cost w/out substantial benefit proven 
 CS  - second – carries 
 
DL - Item IIIb, clear dimensions of door #202 into dressing area, 28” provided clear 
 - 521 CMR 26.5 
 - door in plan does show 3 foot door, but language in submittal says it is 28” clear 
  
 MB - deny Item IIIb, no excessive cost w/out substantial benefit proven 
 GL - second – carries 
 
DL - Item III c, propose no access at the kitchen 
 
 CS - deny Item IIIc, no excessive cost w/out substantial benefit proven 
 GL  - second – carries 
 
DL - Item IIId, Door #204 leading to bridal suite, clear opening of 26” (26.5) 
 
MB - can’t go by the plans, have to go by the wording 
 - issue is door #204 
 
 CS - deny Item IIId, no excessive cost w/out substantial benefit proven 
 DM - second – carries 
 
DL - Item IIIe, Door #207 threshold, 1” high threshold 
 - propose raise 
 
 CS - no variance on the condition that as proposed, the floor will be raised to create a compliant 

threshold at door 207 by a date to be determined later in the vote 
 WW - second – carries 
 
DL - Item IIIf, door #208, propose to remove threshold and reverse the door swing 
 
 CS  - no variance need on the condition that proposed work completed by date issued by the board 
 WW - second – carries 
 
Dl - Item III g, change in level at door #207 propose to provide beveled threshold 
  
 MB - deny no excessive cost w/out substantial benefit proven 
 CS - second – carries 
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DL - Item IV a, stage access 
 
 CS - deny no excessive cost w/out substantial benefit proven 
 MB - second – carries 
 
DL - Item IV b, toilet room at third floor 
 
 MB - deny no excessive cost w/out substantial benefit proven 
 WW - second – carries 
 
DL - Item IV c, other toilet room at third floor 
 
 MB - deny no excessive cost w/out substantial benefit proven 
 MT  - second – carries 
 
DL - Item V ai, nosings 
  
 DM - continue for more detailed information, pictures 
 WW - second – carries 
 
DL - Item V aii, handrails 
 
 WW - no variance needed if compliant handrails added by date to be set 
 CS - second – carries 
 
DL - Item V bi, nosings 
 
 CS - continue for more detailed information, pictures, submitted by date set 
 MB - Second – carries 
 
DL - Item V bii, handrails 
  
 WW - deny, no excessive cost w/out substantial benefit proven 
 MB - second – carries 
 
DL - Item VI A 
 
 CS - deny, no excessive cost w/out substantial benefit proven 
 WW - second –  

TH - can put in an elevator by right per MGL Ch. 40a, argument has been made before, there is a 
proposal to broaden the setback language to include elevators and lifts 
MB - item a is not an obstacle because of this exemption from Zoning laws 
 - carries 
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DL - Item VII, parking 
- there are no designated accessible parking spaces on the property, proposes to provide compliant 
parking spaces at upper and lower entrance 

 
 WW - if compliant parking spaces are provided at both levels as proposed, no variance required, with 

a date for compliance to be set by the board 
 MB - second – carries 
 
 MB - plan for compliance, for all of the denied variances and a proposed plans and date for 

compliance on each of those aspects of the building, to be submitted by March 1, 2012, to be reviewed 
by the Board 

 WW - second – carries 
 
 MB - complete all proposed work by May 1, 2012 
 WW - second – carries 
 
 CS - until vertical access is provided to that public space, no public meetings shall be held there 

 - withdrawn 
 

MB - need to let the owner, town officials and state reps that based on the lack of vertical access to 
the upper meeting spaces, that use of the second and third floors of the building would be a 
violation of the public meeting laws for any public meetings 

CS - second – carries 
 
DL - no financial statement attached to the letter from the accountant stating that there was a loss for the 

building , 8/31/11 
 
2) Discussion: Does the Board consider employees to be members of the public 
TH - does the Board feel as though employees are members of the public 
 - need a poll vote 
  
DL - call poll vote, are employees members of the public 
 DM - yes 
 MT - yes 
 CS - yes 
 AB - yes 
 MB - yes 
 WW - don’t know why employees were separate in the first place, abstain 
 GL - abstain 
 DL - yes 
 
3) Discussion: Acton Women’s Club, 504 Main St., Acton (V11-108) 
TH - follow-up to the previous decision of the board, plan for stone dust path to raised courtyard 
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 CS - accept the submitted plan 
 MT - second – carries 
 
4)  Discussion: Curb cuts in Scituate, Stockbridge Rd and Old Drift Way (C10-077),  and 345 Old Driftway 
(C10-076) 
TH - previously ordered plans for compliance by August 1, 2011  
 - and compliance by November 1, 2011 
 - reported on the 17th that attorney wanted a motion for reconsideration because they did not get a copy 

of the decision, although sent to DOT and signed for (issue of interior mailing disbursement), well 
beyond the 10 day period, no motion submitted 

 - fine hearing scheduled for 2 p.m. on February 6, 2012 
 - on November 8, 2011 submitted multi-page motion for reconsideration 
 - made it clear that policy is to notify DOT, higher up 
 
 WW - maintain the scheduled fine hearing 
 GL - second – carries with MB abstaining, and CS and DM opposed 
 
TH - can be the first thing that is discussed at the fine hearing  
 
5)  Incoming Discussion: Evolution Sports Performance, 785 Washington St., Easton (V11-209) 
TH - per previous order of the board, the petitioners submitted accommodation policy, effective November 
9, 2011 
  
DM - (reads accommodation policy into record) 
 
TH - order was that it be posted on the internet 
 
DM - will be posted at the entrance and on the website 
 
 MB - accept 
 DM - second – carries with MT abstaining 
 
6)  Incoming Discussion: Building G, 1 Staler St., Belchertown (V11-167) 
TH - follow-up to case presented on September 26, 2011 
 - were providing one ground floor unit at ground floor dwelling unit, with new 8 units at the upper floors 
 - ground floor of dwelling units, above retail, will now be compliant group 1 units, propose to use lift to 
access  
 
 GL - grant, with conditions that lift complies in full and other conditions as noted 
 CS - second –  
 MB - need to have same security in place for stair entrance, needs to be covered 
  -carries 
  
7)  Incoming: Kassul Park West, Whittemore Ave., Cambridge (V11-221) 
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TH - EXHIBIT – variance application  
 - tree encroaching on existing sidewalk, proposing accessible route at the other side of the street, with 
directional signage 
 
MB - can do what we want, but if this was on state owned sidewalks, federal highway would say take down 

the tree 
 
MT - what if federal money being used 
 MB - got argument that if state money being used, board would be in violation of federal law 
  - but not the case in this situation, if chapter 60 money (federal money)  
 
 CS - grant as proposed 
 DM - second – carries with GL opposed 
 
8)  Incoming: Millenium Place 3, Howard Place, 580 Washington Street, Boston (V11-220) 
TH - EXHIBIT – variance application 
 - new construction  
 - 9.5.6 height of outlets in living and bedrooms, along portions of wall with floor to ceiling glass, 

propose floor outlets, but there are multiple outlets within the room 
 - occurs in approximately 229 units, in a total of 319 locations 
  
 MB - grant, exc. Cost without benefit 
 CS - second – carries 
 
TH - 40.1.2, sink depths,  
 - proposing to use deeper sinks than 6 ½, but will have sinks available if requested 
 
 DM - grant, exc. Cost without benefit 
 CS - second - carries 
  
9) Discussion: Converse Store, 348 Newbury St., Boston () 
TH - posted cease and desist and closed them, shut down for a week 
 - have submitted a building permit, new temporary c.o., commitment from legal department for converse 

- existing temporary structure will have signage informing them of the proposed solution, want approval 
of signage by the Board 

 
 CS - accept signage 
 MB - second - carries 
 
10)  Hearing: First Korean Church, 35 Magazine St., Cambridge (V11-115) 
DL - introduce the Board and call hearing to order at 11:00 a.m. 
 
Abraham Ahn, Architect for First Korean Church in Cambridge (AA) 
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DL - AA sworn in by Chairman 
 - Exhibit 1 – AAB1-23 
 
AA - expands on the items that as part of the package 
  
DL - submit copy of power point as Exhibit 2 
 
AA - remodeling/altering the existing platform at the church (originally built in 1800’s), platform is at the 

main service hall on the second floor of the church 
 - the project cost is $75,000 
 - building permit issued on May 24, 2011 
 - submitted variance on May 29, 2011 for 29.2.3, for change in level 

- the second floor is only accessed by stairs, the proposed platforms are extensions of the existing 
platforms that are only used by the pastor, pipe organist and choir and the main service hall floor levels 

 - main service hall is located on second floor 
- building is accessed by existing 5 steps to the front entrance, then another 22 steps to the main level of 
the church from lobby 

 - three existing platforms of the church 
 - maintaining the existing level, just enlarging the platform 
 - occupancy of 312 for main service level, 80 at balcony; main attendance is 360 to 400 and up 20% for 
holidays 
 - use of space for college ministry 
 - services are also posted online 
 - music ministry, 80 member choir, also followed on YouTube, like the services 
 - options for access, ramp option parallel, switchback, straight run in front or to the side, or lift 
 - straight run ramp parallel to stage, railings will have visual impact, some of the processions lead 
directly onto the stage from the aisles, would also lose 33 seats (remove 2 pews)  
 - switchback ramp will be most costly, not as a significant visual barrier, removal of 3 pew, losing up to 
24 seats, procession also disrupted 
 - straight ramp run at side of pews, least visual impact with handrails, won’t impact procession, but will 
result in loss of 6.5 pews, approximately 52 seats 
 - lift option, less visual barrier than ramp 1 or 2, but loss of 28 seats total 
 - loss of seating from 24-52 seats will affect revenue for church with donations, loss of $480-1040 per 
week 
 - project does not change the existing levels, just extending  
 - cost of overall project 

- 27 steps up to main level service hall, no substantial benefit to persons with disabilities, if they have 
already traveled up the 27 steps 

 - would provide wall side handrails at both steps at the wall side of each step onto the platform 
 
DL - letter from Michael Muehe, AAB20, sent June 17, 2011 
 - suggested as incorporate access as part  
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AA - sometimes large orchestras perform (80 piece) can’t lose the seating and need the entire space on the 
platform, so couldn’t incorporate ramp into the platform, reason for the ramps proposed 

 - 1 foot off of main floor 
 
 DL - AAB16, rear area beyond pews 
 
AA - set of doors that lead into main service hall, separate space, wall right behind the pews with a set of 
doors to lobby area 
 
WW - organ will remain? 
 AA - yes, just extend 
  - dotted line on AAB14 is where existing platform is located, now 12 feet to first set of pews 
from edge of existing platform 
 
MB - removing pews to bring platform out? 
 AA - because of the size of the orchestra that has been performing, pews do not align the same 
  - just removing and relocating so that the seating will remain the same 
 
MB - dilemma is access to platform when no access provided to the main service area 

- elderly population, very active congregation, with what is provided, not providing for the elderly or the 
disabled to participate  

 - also issue of students that are unable to access the space because unable to traverse the steps 
 - perhaps someday access will be provided to the main level, and then access will be there to the stage if 
the Board requires it as such 
  
AA - currently the church is supporting any help for the disabled and elderly community as requested 

- definitely will reconsider if access provided to the main hall in the future, but at this time, due to the 
costs and the lack of access to the service hall 

 
DL - issue with work performed is that the work is required at the time it is done, in the hopes that the 
incremental access will create a fully accessible building at the time 
  -members of congregation as part of the choir and orchestra 
 - what about Praise group 
 
AA - Praise group is more students that perform, a lot of college students 
 - Praise group does vary, separate group from church 
 - initial proposal was portable ramp, but was not received well 
 
DL - portable ramp of the size needed would be difficult due to the length and the weight  
 - could look into creating a ramp that is not fully compliant in width or with handrails 
 - this way it would be always available without visual barriers 
  
AA - in order to put any kind of permanent ramping, issue is loss of seating, need to allow egress beyond the 
ramp 
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DL - not something that we grant on a regular basis 
 
AB - no work done to create any form of access 
 
CS - only Korean church in town, what do they do for those unable to attend 
 
AA - pastor can visit the church, or ushers could carry people up to the main service hall 
 - Brookline Korean church renovated recently, believe fully accessible 
 - there are other locations of Korean churches that are accessible  
 
CS - are people referred to the other churches 
 AA - yes, would analyze each need of the potential parishioners 
 
CS - goal of full access in the future 
 AA - the church is an 1800’s church, probably work going to be needed in the near future 
   
CS - why build this as proposed and then deal with access at that time to the platform 
 AA - if large renovation project, may want to change the main service as a whole 
 
CS - option 3 seems like best option, ask for other kinds of variances, such as narrower and no handrails 

AA - issue is also need for access beyond the ramp, and loss of half of the pews, 3 feet now between 
the pews and the wall 
 

MT - permit issued in May, any work commenced, how complete? 
 AA - yes, 80% complete, done during the summer when  
 
DM - building 16 foot platform, why not build the ramp into the platform, narrower 36”, recess it into the 

platform being built 
 
GL - lift will add to cost of permit and will trigger over $100,000, and an accessible entrance and toilet room 
 
WW - egress issue is not a factor, can grant relief for width and lack of handrails 
 - issue is that a lot of the work is done 
 
 DM - continue for an alternate plan, showing a recessed ramp that is usable, with a possible variance 

for width, slope, handrails, landings, etc. to be submitted by January 15, 2012 
 AB - second - carries 
 
11)  Discussion: Cases of the day 
TH - any questions on the other cases for the day 
 
DL - how do we get thru Laconia loft 
 - go thru the facts of the decision, and recreate the record 
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TH - yes 
 
CS - decision as it was written, that in 1998 the regulations were in effect 
 TH - clear that the building was built in 1998 
 
TH - another challenge from attorney this summer 
 - in an effort to satisfy the minutes and the decisions submitted copy of the minutes and the decisions 
 - minutes were contested 

- looked at the minutes, honest mistake, did not look all the way into the body of the minutes from the 
complainant 

 - reestablish the facts by phone 
  
DM - analysis states that it was new construction had to comply 
 
CS - but needed to state that these were the regulations from 1999, and decision should include all of the 
quoted section 
 
MB - laid out the parking design with accessible parking and then sold them off, so that the people that own 

the spaces were given the accessible spaces 
 
TH - everybody has sold the spaces, no longer “capable” of providing accessible parking, lack of knowledge 

of the law doesn’t fly, should have maintained the availability of the accessible spaces 
 
MB - thought that the original garage plans showed accessible parking spaces 
 
KS - aisle space was available adjacent to the spaces that were sold  
 
TH - the condo association asked people to exchange spaces with the complainant to allow for a fully 

compliant space for her; all spaces are sold no one responded 
 
WW - less spaces than units 
 TH - probably, proposed exterior spaces, who is going to shovel out the car 
 
MB - want to be able to move forward, build the accessible space, if space is purchased then addendum on 

the sale of the space that if a person needs it, space will be traded 
 - buying a deeded space 
 CS – could be easement 
  
WW - just have to follow 521 CMR, don’t have to solve their problems 
 - if they take them to court, then let them 
 - board can only enforce 521 CMR  
 
12)  Incoming Discussion: Broadview Assisted Living Community, 547 Central St., Winchendon (V10-148) 
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TH - since original variance requested, staff and building inspector have worked with the petitioner on this 
case 
 - determined that a lot more variances needed, received amendments on October 27, 2011, need hearing 
 
 CS - hearing 
 MT  - second - carries 
 
13) Hearing: All Newton Music School, 321 Chestnut Street, Newton (V11-138) 
DL - introduce the Board and call hearing to order at 1:00 p.m. 
  
Paulette Bowes, Director of All Newton Music School (PB) 
Bruce Greenwald, Architect (BG) 
Catherine Grein, President of Board of Trustees, All Newton Music School (CG) 
Nicholas Falkoff, Auburndale Builders (NF) 
 
DL - All sworn in by Chairman 
 - Exhibit 1 – AAB1-57 
 
PB - thank for completing the work at the exterior 
 - first floor is only accessible, propose access to second floor space via a lift 

- new accessible toilet room at the second floor, updated toilet room at the first floor, the installation of 
the lift 

 
DL - time line for the work? 
 PB - the most important thing is the lift 
 BG - variance is for access created to the second floor, with no access to the third floor and basement 
  - life safety issue upgrade resulted in triggering 30%, still need to put in sprinkler systems 
  - will need time for the lift and bathrooms to be installed and brought into compliance 
  
BG - submit an additional exhibit with further information 
 DL - accept as Exhibit 2 
 
TH - had encouraged the petitioners to group the door items together 
 
BG - building is eligible to be listed on the state’s registry for historic buildings 
 - interior features are historic, would like to maintain as many of the existing historic interior features 
 - anything that has a red cloud on it (Exhibit 2) are areas that will be brought into compliance 
 - already an existing ramp that is too short and too narrow 
 - propose lift or lula to second floor, new ramp at front, update to first floor toilet room, add accessible 
toilet room at the second floor 
 - classroom and recital spaces at the first floor, make the second floor accessible to provide more 
consistent classroom spaces 
 - the school is raising funds to do these building projects, just about at the thresholds of funds currently 
available 
 
DL - items in the red clouds are funded or unfunded? 
 BG - they are unfunded 
 PB - continued fund raising 
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CG - issue is that the current fundraising is ongoing and need to set what is priority 
 
BG - building is not sprinkelered and is required to do so, will be required to be done, and will cost an 
additional $150,000.00 
 
DL - existing ramp is out of compliance at the rear, proposing new ramp at the front 
 - since of priority for this project 
 
BG - the ramp currently exists and is 6 inches short, it is usable 
 - priority would probably be bathroom and vertical access 
 - ramp is currently approximately 30 feet 
 
CS - AAB57 states ramp is old and narrow 
 BG - does need to be replaced 
 
BG - drop-off at the front entrance 
 - vestibule has an inch drop, will raise to meet thresholds 
 - raise the floors at the Public Relations and Director of Development Offices 
 - vestibule doors do not have required clearance, propose auto-opener for both doors, these doors are 
under cover 
 - would prefer to do a lift so that don’t have to create an additional pit, approximately $40,000.00 
difference 
 - third floor proposed to remain as is 
 - purple area was raised up for piping at corridor 
 - functions on the third floor, second floor and basement are all the same, classrooms 
 - basement lots of changes of level, propose to remain as is 
 
 DM - grant the installation of the lift, on the condition that the activities at the third and basement 
floors are the same as the first and second floors, time to be set later 
 MT - second –  
 CS - 3rd floor, early childhood 
  PB - early music classes, can be moved to the first floor if need be 
  - same size of rooms 
  PB - first floor room is actually larger 
 CS - group lessons? 
  PB  - no group lessons really, rock band usually in basement, can be moved to first floor 
 CS - can add policy to brochure and to internet? 
  PB - yes 

GL - need to be for the owner or use, what if school moves 
  PB - been in the same building for 30 years 
   - longstanding policy to accommodate 
 CG - the Board has had a continuing membership on the board of trustees for the school 
  - many of the people are already very aware of the access issue, including the board 
 CS - access to the lift, someone has to be available, lift needs to be on 
 DM - policy to be submitted and accepted and then posted in brochure and on website and the 
variance is for this use only 
 MB - dimensions of lift comply, will it be enclosed? 
  - is lift first priority? 
  PB - yes, the ramp is usable, bathroom at first floor is usable, need second floor toilet room 
 DL - certain time that it is easier to put the lift in 
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PB - yes, August is slightly slower, can also do the work until 3 p.m. prior to the kids coming 
in    
- could install the lift by the fall of next year, by doing the fundraising now 

   - money is raised for individual projects 
NF - since further work would trigger sprinkler system, fire department said that the work for 

the sprinkler work could be phased 
   - $150,000.00 doesn’t need to be spent all at once, need written plan  
  BG - plenty of room for a lift or lula, lift will be in a shaft 
    
  DM - completed by December 1, 2012 
  MT - accept all amendments 
   - motion carries 
 
BG - second floor toilet room existing 
 - propose to complete the work done  
 
 CS - grant the lack of compliant toilet rooms at the basement and third floor, with the understanding 
that the accessible toilet rooms are compliant by December 1, 2012 as proposed at the first and second floors 

WW - second – carries 
 
BG - area of refuge at the rear and remove the ramp 
 
 MB - accept the plan as proposed for the rear area of rescue assistance to be completed by December 
1, 2012 
 WW - second – carries 
 
BG - noncompliant door widths 
 - second floor, majority of doors are 28.5” (doors 8,9,10,12,13,14) door 11 is 29” clear 
 - 8 of the classrooms will be fully accessible and are the larger rooms 
 - the doors are historic 
 
DL - did you look into off-set hinges? 
 BG - no have not yet 
  
 MT - grant the variance for doors 8,9,10,11,12,13,14 on the condition that offset hinges are installed 
by December 1, 2012 
 DM - second – carries 
 
BG - first floor doors, lack of clearance between doors 1 and 2, propose auto-opener to operate doors 
simultaneously 
  
 CS - grant on the condition that auto-openers installed to operate doors simultaneously, by 
December 1, 2012 
 DM - second – carries 
 
BG - doors 3 and door 7 
 
 MB - grant door 3 and door 7 on the condition off-set hinges added by 12/1/12 
 DM  - second – carries  
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BG - doors with noncompliant clearances, door 4 and 5 at the doors, need to be closed don’t have 12 inch 
push side 
 - door 6 has 16 inches on the pull side clearance 
 - could do door openers at the interior or do doors with hold opens  
 
 CS - grant on doors 4 and 5 for lack of push side clearance the condition that auto-openers installed 
by 12/1/12 
 MB - second – carries  
 
 WW - grant relief for the doors at the basement that do not have compliant clearances and widths 
 MB - second – carries with CS abstaining 
 
 MB - grant lack of pull side clearance at door 6 
 MT - second – carries 
 
 MB - grant the lack of clear width at doors 4 and 5 
 WW - second – carries 
 
BG - proposing compliant wall side stairs to all floors, interior handrails are interrupted by newel posted 
 
 WW - grant the lack of compliant interior handrails at the egress stairs, on the condition that the 
compliant wall side handrails are installed 
 MB - second – carries 
 
 MB - grant the lack of compliant interior handrails at the main stair, on the condition that the 
compliant wall side handrails are installed 
 
BG - would prefer to do the ramp work when other site work done 
 
 DM - grant until 12/1/13 for the completion of the proposed compliant ramp 
 WW - second – carries   
  
14) Hearing: Laconia Lofts, 1200 Washington Street, Boston (C10-108) 
DL  - introduce the Board 
  
Mike Merrill, Attorney (MM) 
Maria Palmieri, Barken Management, property management (MP) 
Barbara Corkey, Co-Chair Laconia Trustees (BC) 
Paul Rehme, Trustee of Laconia Loft Trustees (PR) 
Mark Dempsey, Compliance Officer for the Board (MD) 
Karen Kimler, Complainant – via phone (KK) 
 
DL - all but counsel sworn in 
 - Exhibit 1 – Board Packet AAB1-57 
 
TH - need to clarify the matter that we just received via email on November 8, 2011, regarding letter that 
was received by the attorney general’s office regarding the request for the transcripts of the original hearing for 
the original hearing because of lack of audio recording 
 - Copy of the February 7, 2011 minutes 
 DL - copy of minutes, exhibit 2 
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- letter stated that minutes of the meeting were provided and the Laconia lofts portion was on page 5 and 
6 of the minutes 

 - page 5 and 6 – discussion for cases of the day, where Laconia loft was discussed since it was a hearing 
f or the day 
 - letter stated that minutes were incomplete, page 8, Item 5 is the actual hearing minutes; pages 8-11 
MM - need a transcript from the hearing, minutes don’t serve as a transcript for the hearing 
 - minutes are not an issue, just need a transcript 
 
TH - read email from Beth McLaughlin that states that minutes are not required, minutes reflect the meeting  

matter 
 - purpose of the hearing today is to reproduce the audio tape 
 - legal department met the burden of the requirements 
 
DL - what if it is two degrees different? 
 - are we supposed to read the minutes into the record 
  
CS - did you go to superior court that required transcript, nothing in writing from attorney general’s office 
 MM - per the statute, transcript is required  
  
TH  - agreed to bring it back to try to recreate as an agreement between the two parties (AG’s office and 

Laconia Lofts attorney) 
  
WW - never heard of this before 
 - it’s like two bites at the apple 
 - should have Petitioners Attorney have stenographer present on their behalf for security of a tape and 

their own minutes 
 
DL - hear from the Complainant first 
 - determine the regulations applicable 
 - can only adjudicate 521 CMR 
 - ask KK to state complaint 
 
KK - requested that handicap parking spot be provided so that she can exit and enter her car 
 - cannot currently do so in the designated spot that she currently has, spot #61 
 
DL - when did problem occur? 
 KK - have been restricted by the use of left arm, over two years ago 
  - purchased unit and moved in in 1999, at that time, did not require accessible parking space 

- have to have someone valet her car for her, since she is unable to use it independently, cannot 
open the door 

   
DL - since this problem occurred for her in 2009 
 MD - building was built in 1999, so 1998 regulations (521 CMR) 
  
CS - was the regulation the same in 1998? 
 MD - yes 
 TH - yes 
 
CS - same language  
 MD - yes 
 TH - yes 
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 - (reads 521 CMR 10.3 into the record) 
   
CS - what is about the space that makes it unusable to you? 
 KK  - dimensions, can’t open the door without hitting the adjacent vehicle because of the lack of an 

aisle 
 - was that true in 1999? 
 KK - yes, but did not need the accessible space at that time 
  - one of the former trustees measured car door, could not be feasible 
 
CS - Find in favor of the Complainant 
MT - second - discussion 
  
MM - who gave space to you? 
 KK - Jack Turner, gave space to her 
  - she was assigned parking space 61 when bought the lot 
  - approached someone selling a unit with a spot that had enough room to create an access aisle, 

but told by the unit owners attorney that couldn’t separate the spaces from the unit 
   
MB - 3 parking spaces provided within the garage 
 MM - yes 
 - who is in those spaces, someone who required the accessible spaces? 
 MM - no 
 - they were sold in 1999 to the current unit owners 
 - were required to be made complaint or capable of compliant at the time being built 
 
CS - withdraw motion for complainant, to hear the testimony, need to hear as to why the Petitioners feel as 

though there is not a valid complaint 
 
GL - although CS withdrew motion, want to make another motion - find in favor of the complainant 
 - no second 
 
MM - argument is “where parking is provided” is required in the regulations, the spaces were provided by the 

developer when the building was built and the parking was sold 
 - therefore the trustees do not “provide” 
 - they do not own the parking, there is no more parking available, unable to provide 
 
DL - owned by the condo trust, therefore rights and easements to use certain features of the property 
 - no statute of limitations, owner to owner transfer, if you own the property then own the violations 
 
MM - property is not owned by the Trust, the parking spaces are owned by the individual owners 
  
MM - submit Exhibits 
 
DL - Exhibit 3, Master deed 
 - Exhibit 4, condo trust document 
 - Exhibit 5, unit deed for KK’s unit 
 - Exhibit 6, garage plan parking, shows the three accessible spaces and parking space 61, which Ms. 
Kimler owns 
 
DL - point out accessible spaces on the garage plan 
 - spaces in question highlighted 
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MT - parking spaces with signage and owners have placards? 
 BC - no signage, spaces were sold when needed 
  - 79 spots, 99 units 
 
DL - on the site in 1999? 
 BC - yes 
 - where the spaces designated at that time? 
 BC - don’t remember any signage being placed at any time since then 
 
PR - developer passed away and lengthy process to finish punch list items, we were cited in the garage for 
several issues 
 - ceiling fire proofing not provided in the garage 
 - bollards in front of AC units 
 - other ADA requirements, but nothing else in the garage 
 
DM - ever approached any owner of the existing accessible spots and asked to swap 
 KK - no, went thru building manager 
  - resident building manager is who she went thru, not Maria 
 
MP - prior building manager asked the current owners, and not agreed upon 
BC - sent out a notice requesting availability of parking space, never heard back 
 - sent out second notice that someone was selling space and were going to make the adjacent blocked off 
space (originally marked space, but blocked off for storage) the required space needed 
 
TH - need an access aisle 
 KK - yes 
 
BC - garage is very small and crowded, the spaces are very narrow 
 - hired an engineer in2002 to try to rework the parking, but had to get 100% approval from all of the 
owners, 2 people did not agree, therefore couldn’t do 
 
PR - no recourse for the trustees 
 - ¼ to 1/3 are artist units, the majority are limited equity or low income 
 - if they had a solution that they could do, they would do it 
 - thought that they could secure additional space 
 - did not have full control of the building till 2005 
 - parking space owner sold the space, the BRA kept the space in perpetuity, even when the unit 
connected to the unit was sold  
 - easement and gross, the parking spaces can be sold, and that BRA space was sold for $70,000.00 to an 
existing unit owner 
 
MM - parking easement document, registered  
 DL - accept as Exhibit 7 
 
KK - two parking spaces are being confused with each other 
 - not talking about the parking spot adjacent to the bike rack, talking about the parking space that is the 
first in the row, in the same row as current spot, near the 1180 entrance 
 - left wheelchair in space because couldn’t move wheelchair (folded up), was physically threatened by 
the adjacent space owner about not touching car 
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MM - submit two letters from office to Miss Kimmler regarding updates 
 - June 25, 2010 letter already in packet 
DL - November 15, 2010 – Exhibit 8 
 
MM - letter to DL regarding submittal of additional documents –  
 
DL - June 25, 2010 letter to Ms. Kimmler from Merrill’s Office - Exhibit 9 
 - Exhibit 10, February 23, 2010 letter from Merrill, submitting requested documents 
 
MM - submit November 12, 2010 letter  
 
DL - accept November 12, 2010 letter to DL from Merrill – Exhibit 11 
 
MM - submittal of minutes of march meeting transcript 
 - asked that the case wait until he returned but went forward 
 
TH - yes, as is practice, and discussed the matter during administrative discussion and issued decision, 
which is appealable 
 
DM - what about if everyone has an issue with a pipe or it bursts 
 BC - then have to be fixed by trustees 
 
DL - violations remain with owners of the property 
 - transcript of discussion of March 14, 2011 as Exhibit 12, but not part of the original hearing that we are 
re-hearing 
 
CS - where parking is provided, provided by the seller? 
 MM - yes, but not by the trustees, but yes by the seller 
 
DL - example of sewer line dumping into harbor, would have to be fixed and would be fixed 
 BC - yes would fix as trustees 
 
MM - if they said that “I want that bedroom in that unit” can’t do that 
 
CS - not analysis 
 

CS - parking was provided in 1999, didn’t provide the ability to comply, violation in 1999 
 - find in favor of the complainant 

DM - second  - carries 
 
 
***no more DM*** 
 
 
15) Discussion: Retail Building, 248 Trapelo Rd., Belmont (V11-117)  
TH - motion for reconsideration submitted within the 10-day time period 
 - still proposing no access, would lose one counseling office, lift costs submitted 
 - petitioners say that the lift is still too costly and would reduce the number of counsel spaces at the 
second floor 
 - $56,706 for lift 
 - total cost of project is $101,000 
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 GL - deny motion for reconsideration 
 WW - second – carries, therefore the previous October 24, 2011 decision is maintained  
 
16) Advisory Opinion:  Request from Gene Periemetti, Technical Code Coordinator for Elevator division of 
DPS 
TH - lift dimensions, call out 54” x 36” 
 - new Chief of Elevators says that that measurement is gross dimensions of the platform 
 - showed one drawing where mast was incorporated into the 54” x 36” dimensions 
 
 MB - required to be 54” x 36” clear, unimpeded space 
 GL - second - carries 
 
17) Incoming: Martha’s Vineyard Chamber of Commerce Bldg, 24 Beach Street, Vineyard Haven (V11-219) 
TH - EXHIBIT – variance application 
 - spending over 30%, required full compliance 
 - seeking variance for front entrance of the building 
 - affidavit provided regarding the second floor and the basement level 
 - (read affidavit into the record) “only be accessed by employees and volunteers” 
 
 CS - hearing 
 MT - second – carries 
 
18) Incoming Discussion: Elementary and Middle School, 21 & 23 Davis St., Douglas (V11-158) 
TH - previous options, A, B, C and D, granted all but D 
 - architect wrote to request a plan to be developed, met with TH, propose alternate plan, but did not 

submit, no slopes or dimensions on the plan 
  
 AB - submit compliant plan for Route D, with dimensions and slopes, by January 1, 2012 
 MB - second - carries 
 
19) Incoming: Baypath Regional Vocational Tech School, 57 Old Nugget Hill Rd., Charlton (V11-218) 
TH - EXHIBIT – variance application 
 - reconstruction and addition of 52,500 square feet, shop upgrades 
 - spending over the value of the land and the building  
 - limiting the variance 
 
 WW - continue to have TH meet with the Petitioners 
 AB - second – carries  
 
20) Discussion: 5 Senses School, 1381 Main St., Reading (V08-119)  
TH - On September 16, 2011, granted final extension to January 1, 2012, or business will be closed January 
3, 2011 
 - Petitioner wrote that needed zoning approval at next zoning meeting 
 - just an update 
 
21) Discussion: Soundings Seaside Resort, 79 Chase Ave., Dennisport (V11-159 and C09-150) 
TH - received substantial submittal from the Petitioners since the last hearing 
 - plan for compliance and request for variances 
 
 CS - hearing 
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 MT - second – carries  
 
22) Discussion: 25 Mt. Auburn St. and 10-14 Arrow St., Cambridge (V11-006) 
TH - Dennis Rieske brought forward variance for individual space within the building 
 - that variance was adjudicated, and discovered that the building triggered 30% 
 - Rieske recently submitted new application for variance, number of variances required 
 - really only one accessible entrance into the building, proposing to add unisex accessible toilet rooms at 
each floor that the elevator serves, as well as a conference room in that core of the building that other people in 
other portions of the building that are not accessible can use 
  
 CS - hearing 
 WW - second - carries 
  
23) Discussion: Cigar Factory Building, 86 College Hwy, Southwick (V10-099) 
TH - adjudicated in 2010 and granted variance to 25.1 
 - Scott Ricker stated that he wanted to file a complaint but wanted to remain anonymous 
 - told that could issue staff generated complaint upon approval of the Board 
 - Scott Ricker proposes to file complaints on entrances that were already granted variances 
 - he is now writing letters to Boards of Selectmen and Building Inspectors and cc’ing TH 
 - only 30-35 open complaints for Scott Ricker, all others already adjudicated 
 - large file of just letter that Scott Ricker copied to TH 
 
MB - should the Board write a letter, understand that cc’ing you, and although appreciate all the work he is 

doing, needs to understand that nothing can be done with the information that he is providing unless a 
complaint is filed 

 
TH - a lot of people think that Scott Ricker works for the AAB, because of the cc’ed letters 
 

MB - motion - board need to write a letter to Ricker, that as a Board appreciate the work done to 
advocate for people with disabilities, but need to understand that simply copying you on all of 
the violations that are uncovered, won’t result in the board taking action 

  - need to file a complaint if he wants board to take action 
MT - Second - carries 

 
 
***no more GL*** 
 
 
24) Discussion: Decisions from 10/31/11 
KS  - clarification on decision from the Somerville Armory, fines held in abeyance or not 
  
TH - assuming fines stand 
 
KS  - just the fines, no being held in abeyance 
 AB and WW – clarify yes 
 
MT - EF Language first, fact section, #2, add quotes to “play with”. 
 - New Plan 10/4/11 Sk1-0, new design of toilet room 
 - allowance of removal for auto-opener at the door,  as previously ordered by the Board  
 - door at the bathroom to be equipped with latch and closer 
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KS - additional submittals from Eileen Feldman as well, wanted to be included in the file 
  
CS - could be issue if appealed 
 
MB - put a note that says that “please note that further documentation was provided after the hearing, to 
substantiate the statements made in Fact #13, and is attached”   
 
 AB - clarify that motion is for the fines to start that day for the armory, no being held in abeyance 
 WW - second – carries with CS and MB abstaining 
 

MB - note be sent with the decision for the armory, notifying the parties that documentation 
substantiating the statement in fact #13, was submitted after the fact by the Feldman and added 
to the file.  

 AB - second – carries with CS abstaining 
 
 AB - accept all decisions 
 MT  - second – carries with MB and CS abstain 
 
 

- End of Meeting -  


